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ABSTRACT
Multimedia social network is a network infrastructure in which

the social network members share multimedia contents with

all different purposes. Analyzing user behavior in multime-

dia social networks help design more secured and efficient

multimedia and networking systems. In this paper, we focus

on the colluder social network in multimedia fingerprinting

systems in which colluders gain reward by redistributing the

colluded multimedia signal. However, the market value of the

redistributed multimedia content is time sensitive. The earlier

the colluded copy being released, the more the people who

are willing to pay for it. Thus the colluders have to reach

agreement on how to distribute reward and the probability

being detected among themselves as soon as possible. This

paper incorporates the time-sensitiveness of the colluders’ re-

ward, and models the dynamics among colluders as a non-

cooperative game, and studies the time-restricted bargaining

equilibrium. We provide the solution to the equilibrium that

all the colluders have no inventive to disagree in order to max-

imize their own payoff.

Index Terms— Multimedia social network, game theory,

behavior analysis
1. INTRODUCTION

A social network is a social structure made individuals or or-

ganizations that are tied by one or more specific types of in-

terdependency. Users in a multimedia social network share

and exchange multimedia contents, as well as other resources.

Each member in a multimedia social network aims to maxi-

mize his/her own payoff, and different users have different

objectives which are often conflicting with other users’ ob-

jectives. In such scenario, Game theory [1, 2] provides a fun-

damental tool to study the behavior dynamics among mul-

timedia social network members. By analyzing the human

behavior in multimedia social networks, both the users and

the system designer will have a clear picture of what is the

reward every user can get in this multimedia social network,

thus ultimately lead to systems with more secure, efficient and

personalized services.

In this paper, without loss of generality, we use the mul-

timedia fingerprinting system to illustrate the modelling and
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analysis of user behavior in multimedia social networks. Dig-

ital fingerprinting tracks the distribution of multimedia data to

protect multimedia from illegal usage by embedding a unique

label, known as fingerprint, into every distributed copy [3, 4].

Multi-user collusion is a powerful attack against digital fin-

gerprinting system, where a group of attackers collectively

mount attack to effectively remove or attenuate the identify-

ing information.

In the colluder social network, users collaborate with each

other to reduce their chance of being caught by the digital

right enforcer and share the reward of redistributing the col-

luded multimedia signal. One specific property of multimedia

signals is that their market value is very time-sensitive. For

instance, if the pirated version of a movie is released when

the movie is in theater, it would have much higher market

price than if it is released after the movie is available at DVD

rental stores. Therefore, all the colluders have the incentive

to mount collusion as soon as possible. Since the total reward

of redistributing the multimedia signal is the sum of all col-

luders’ reward, the users in the colluder social network have

to agree on how to distribute the risk and reward and achieve

agreement of the collusion attack. The prior work [5] consid-

ers the reward being a constant over time, thus the colluders

can bargain for infinite stages to reach the equilibrium un-

der different fairness constraints. However, since the reward

is time-sensitive, the colluders must reach agreement within

a few stages to release the colluded copy with high market

value.

To address the time-sensitive property of multimedia sig-

nal and analyze the dynamics among the members in col-

luder social network, we model the user behavior as a non-

cooperative game where each colluder tries to maximize his/her

individual payoff under the constraint that the agreement is

made as soon as possible. We formulate the collusion as

a time-sensitive bargaining process and find the equilibrium

that maximize the colluders’ payoff. The rest of the paper is

as follows. Section 2 introduces the multimedia fingerprinting

systems that we consider in this paper. We define the utility

functions and the analyze time-restricted bargaining equilib-

rium in Section 3. We show simulation results in Section 4,

and conclusions are drawn in Section 5.
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2. SYSTEM MODEL

2.1. Scalable Video Coding Systems

Scalable video coding is widely adopted nowadays to accom-

modate heterogenous networks and devices with different stor-

age and computing capability. Scalable video coding decom-

poses the video sequence into different layers of different pri-

ority. The base layer contains the most important information

of the video and is distributed to all users, and the enhance-

ment layers gradually refine the reconstructed sequence at the

decoder’s side and are only distributed to the users with suf-

ficient bandwidth. Without loss of generality, we consider

a two-layer temporally scalable video coding system, where

different frames are encoded at different layers [6]. For in-

stance, in MPEG-2 video coding scheme, the base layer in-

cludes all the I frames, and the enhancement layer may con-

tain all the P and B frames.

Define Fb and Fe as the sets containing the indices of the

frames in base layer and enhancement layer, respectively; and

let F (i) be the set of the indices of the frames that user u(i)

receives. U b is the subgroup of users who receive the base

layer only, and U b,e is the set of all users who subscribe to the

high quality version containing both layers.

2.2. Scalable Multimedia Fingerprinting System

Fingerprint Embedding We use the spread spectrum embed-

ding [7] to embed fingerprints in the host signal. Let Sj be the

jth frame in the video, and for each user u(i) who subscribes

to frame j, the content owner generates a unique fingerprint

W(i)
j , with the same length as Sj . The fingerprinted frame

is X(i)
j = Sj + JNDjW

(i)
j , which is distributed to u(i).

JND [7] here is used to control the energy of the embedded

fingerprints and make the fingerprinted copy be perceptually

the same as the original one. In this paper, we first gener-

ate independent vector from Gaussian distribution N (0, σ2
w),

and then apply Gram-Schmidt orthogonalization to generate

orthogonal fingerprints for different users.

Multi-user Collusion Since nonlinear collusion can be mod-

elled as averaging collusion with additive noise and all col-

lusion attacks have similar performance with colluded copies

of the same quality [8], in this paper, we focus on averaging

based collusion. Depending on the resolutions of the collud-

ers’ received copies, during collusion, the colluders are di-

vided into two non-overlapping subgroups. SCb is the set

including the indices of the colluders who receive the base

layer only and SCb,e contains the indices of the colluders

who subscribe to the high quality version which contains both

base layer and enhancement layer. Kb and Kb,e are the num-

ber of colluders in SCb and SCb,e, respectively, and K =
Kb + Kb,e is the total number of colluders.

Without loss of generality, we consider the scenario where

colluders who receive fingerprinted copies of the same reso-

lution agree to share the same risk. Following the work in [6],

colluders apply intra-group collusion first: for each frame

j ∈ Fb that they receive, colluders in SCb generate Zb
j =∑

k∈SCb X(k)
j /Kb, and for each received frame j ∈ Fb ∪Fe,

colluders in SCb,e calculate Zb,e
j =

∑
k∈SCb,e X(k)

j /Kb,e.

Then, the colluders apply inter-group collusion: for each frame

j ∈ Fb in the base layer, colluders generate Vj = βZb
j +(1−

β)Zb,e
j + nj where 0 ≤ β ≤ 1; and for each frame j ∈ Fe

in the enhancement layer, Vj = Zb,e
j + nj . nj is the additive

noise to further deter the detection performance.

Fingerprint Detection: When identifying colluders, the fin-

gerprint detector first extracts the fingerprint Yj from frame

j for a the frames in the colluded copy. Then, for each user

u(i), the fingerprint detector calculates the detection statistics

TN (i)(F̆ (i)) =

⎛
⎝ ∑

j∈F̆ (i)

〈Yj ,W
(i)
j 〉

⎞
⎠ /

√ ∑
j∈F̆ (i)

||W(i)
j ||2,

(1)

compares with a threshold h, and outputs the estimated col-

luder set ŜC = {i : TN (i) > h}. When identifying col-

luders, the fingerprint detector can use fingerprints extracted

from all layers collectively or examine each individual layer

to determine whether a user is involved in collusion. For ex-

ample, for user i ∈ Ub,e, F̆ (i) has three choices, Fb ∪ Fe, Fb

and Fe.

Here we adopt our prior work, the self-probing fingerprint

in [9] as the fingerprint detector. The self-probing detector

estimates the means of different detection statistics first, and

then use the one with the largest estimated mean for identify-

ing colluders. It was shown that the self-probing fingerprint

detector has approximately the same performance as the op-

timum detector, which has perfect knowledge of the means

and always select the detection statistics with the best perfor-

mance.

3. GAME MODEL OF HUMAN BEHAVIOR IN
COLLUDERS’ SOCIAL NETWORK

In this section, we will first define the utility function of every

member in the colluders’ social network, find the feasible set

of the game, and analyze possible bargaining solutions under

different fairness criteria.

3.1. Utility Function Definition

During collusion, every member in the colluder social net-

work wants to minimize his/her own risk and maximizes his/her

own reward. For colluder u(i), his/her payoff function π(i)

should be composed of two terms: colluder i’s loss if being

detected plus his/her reward as follows:

π(i) = −P
(i)
d ∗ L + R(i). (2)

In (2), P
(i)
d and L stand for colluder u(i)’s probability and

loss of being detected, and R(i) is the profit that u(i) gets by
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redistributing the colluded multimedia content.Since the total

reward of redistributing the colluded copy is proportional to

its quality: the better the quality is, the more total reward the

colluders can get, and in temporal scalable video coding sce-

nario, video quality is proportional to the number of frames,

thus R(i) can be modelled as:

R(i) =
F c/Fmax[∑K

j=1

(
F (j)

)γ
D

(
P

(j)
d

)]
/M

(
F (i)

)γ

D
(
P

(i)
d

)
.

(3)

Where F c is the number of frames in the final colluded copy,

and Fmax is the largest number of frames among all the sub-

scribers’ copies, hence F c/Fmax illustrates higher quality

of colluded copy gives higher reward to the colluders. F (i)

is the number of frames in u(i)’s copy; K is the total num-

ber of colluders, M is the total number of subscribers, and

D(•) is a non-decreasing function.
(
F (i)

)γ
illustrates col-

luders with higher-quality copies would share more reward,

and D
(
P

(i)
d

)
allows the colluders who take risk would have

higher reward.

In the following sections, to simplify the analysis and with-

out loss of generality, we assume the colluders who receive

the same quality copies agree to share the same probability of

being detected as in Section 2.2. Thus colluders who receive

the low-resolution copies act as a single player in the game

and they have the same utility πb, while while colluders who

have the high-resolution copies act as a single player during

the bargaining process and they have the same utility πb,e.

3.2. Time-sensitive Bargaining Model

The reward of redistributing the colluded multimedia signal

depends on not only the colluded copy’s quality, but also on

the time that the copy being released. The market value of

colluded copy with lower quality decreases faster than higher-

resolution copy. For instance, when the movie is still in the-

ater, people might want to watch the low-resolution colluded

copy to catch the trend. But if the movie is off theater and its

DVD has been released, people might still want to purchase

the high-resolution pirated copy since the cost would be lower

than DVD, but the incentive of paying for low-resolution pi-

rated version is very little, since the DVD is easily accessible

and not very costy. Under this circumstance, both groups of

colluders, SCb and SCb,e would want to reach agreement as

soon as possible. We model the process of reaching agree-

ment among colluders using a time-sensitive bargaining model:

• In the first bargaining stage, SCb,e offers the collu-

sion parameter β1 that uniquely maps to the utility pair

(πb
1, π

b,e
1 ) on the Pareto-optimal set, in which both SCb

and SCb,e can not increase their payoff without de-

creasing the other’s. The example of Pareto-optimal set

is illustrated in Fig 1.

• Upon receiving the offer, SCb has the choice to accept

1.15 1.2 1.25 1.3 1.35 1.4 1.45

1

1.1

1.2

1.3

1.4

1.5

πbe

π b

Pareto optimal set

Fig. 1. An example of Pareto-optimal set for the bargaining

problem

this offer and gets the payoff πb
1, or reject and offer

back β2, which corresponds to payoff pair (πb
2, π

b,e
2 )

and continues to the second stage. The bargaining pro-

cess would continue until both groups of colluders agree

on one offer.

• Time-sensitive payoff function: If the colluders SCb

and SCb,e reach agreement at the kth bargaining stage,

their reward would be decreased to δk−1
b and δk−1

b,e times,

which means:

π
(i)
k = −P

(i)
d (βk) ∗ L + δk−1

(i) R(i), (4)

where (i) ∈ {(b), (b, e)} and R(i) as defined in (3).

In this model, SCb,e makes offer first and δb,e ≥ δb since

colluders with higher resolution copies take advantage during

bargaining. The equilibrium pair ((πb
k, πb,e

k ), (πb
k+1, πb,e

k+1)
that the colluders reach agreement at the kth bargaining stage

has the following property: suppose SCb,e makes an offer

(πb
k, πb,e

k ) at the kth stage, then πb
k should be large enough

that SCb will accept it, and no larger. On the other hand,

SCb should accept πb
k if it is not smaller than the discounted

payoff −P
(i)
d (βk+1) ∗L + δk

(i)R
(i) that SCb would receive if

SCb,e accept their counter offer. Therefore,

−P b
d (βk) ∗ L + δk−1

b Rb = −P b
d (βk+1) ∗ L + δk

b Rb, (5)

and a similar consideration (for the dual game) for SCb,e

gives

−P b,e
d (βk+1) ∗ L + δk

b,eR
b,e = −P b,e

d (βk) ∗ L + δk−1
b,e Rb,e.

(6)

We assume the worst-case scenario for the fingerprint de-

tector that the colluders have perfect information about the

detector’s detection strategy. Thus P b,e
d (β) and P b

d (β) are

known to the colluders. So we have two equations with two

unknowns and the time-sensitive bargaining equilibrium can

only be found numerically since P b,e
d (β) and P b

d (β) involve

the Gaussian tail function.
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Fig. 2. Utilities of SCb and SCb,e versus number of bargain-

ing rounds.Pfa = 10−3, Nb = Ne = 50000, Kb = 100,

Kb,e = 150, δb=0.7, δb,e=0.85, and |U b| = |U b,e| = 250.

4. CASE STUDY AND SIMULATION RESULTS

In this section, we take a realistic utility functions as an exam-

ple to illustrate the time-sensitive bargaining in the colluder

social network. In real-world social networks, reward is usu-

ally distributed unequally because every member has different

personal concern and position in the society, thus we consider

the general utility function,

π(i) =−P
(i)
d ∗ L+

F c/Fmax

(Kb (F b)0.1 + Kb,e (F b,e)0.1)/M

(
F (i)

)0.1

P
(i)
d , (7)

to illustrate the feasible region when the colluders distribute

profit proportional to each copy’s quality and the user’s risk

(probability of being detected).

4.1. Simulation Setting and Results

In our simulations, we first generate independent vectors fol-

lowing Gaussian distribution N (0, 1), and then apply Gram-

Schmidt orthogonalization to generate orthogonal fingerprints.

The lengths of the fingerprints embedded in the base layer and

the enhancement layer are Nb = Ne = 50000, and both two

layers contain 20 frames, respectively. The total number of

users is 500, where U b = U b,e. The probability of accus-

ing an innocent user, Pfa, is 10−3. Among the K = 250
colluders, Kb = 100 of them receive the fingerprinted base

layer only, and the other Kb,e = 150 of the colluders receive

fingerprinted copies of high resolution.

Figure 2 shows the bargaining equilibrium versus the num-

ber of stages that the colluders need to make agreement Sec-

tion 3.2 with utility function as in (7), and discount factor in

(4) δb = 0.7, δb,e = 0.85. The feasible region and the Pareto-

optimal set with the same utility function for the first stage of

the game is shown in Figure 1. It is clear from Figure 2 that

both colluders have incentive to finish the bargaining process

as soon as possible, especially for SCb, who’s utility decays

much faster than SCb,e. Therefore, at the very first bargain-

ing stage, the first-mover will offer based on the equilibrium

by solving (5) and (6). Thus SCb would let SCb,e to take

the advantage of offering first. The discount factors δb, δb,e

can also be considered as the power of bargaining for SCb

and SCb,e. For instance, if the two groups of colluders can-

not make agreement and they decide to collude within groups

and generate 2 colluded copy with different qualities. Appar-

ently SCb would get much less reward than SCb,e since their

colluded copy has lower quality. Thus SCb has much more

intention to cooperate with SCb,e, and this intention leads to

less bargaining power.

5. CONCLUSIONS

This paper studies the behavior modelling and analysis of the

dynamics in colluder social network and address the special

time-sensitive property of multimedia contents. We model the

dynamics among colluders as a non-cooperative game, where

each colluder aims to maximize his/her own utility through

bargaining to reach agreement. Base on the general model

of utility functions which allows unequal reward-distribution,

we analyze the colluders’ behavior by modelling collusion as

a time-sensitive bargaining process and find the equilibrium

of the bargaining game. Our analysis shows that in the col-

luder social network, the colluders will make agreement at the

first bargaining stage and reach equilibrium. This paper pro-

vides a methodology that can fit human behavior analysis in

different social networks.
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